FINANCE & LAW

Useful tips for organising financial records
Sorting out your money-related records should be a recurrent procedure instead of a one-time occasion. You’ll have to set up a
system that helps you sort out approaching reports and maintain existing documents so you can, without much of a stretch, find
what you require. Here are a couple of helpful tips to get you on the right track.
Create your system:
Where you ought to keep your records and archives relies on
how quickly and easily you need to have the capacity to get to
them, the length of time you plan to keep them, and the number and kind of records you have. A basic arrangement of
marked folders in a file organiser might be fine, but electronic
capacity is a more common choice these days for specific
records if space is tight. Scanning paper into digital format is the
way to go. With today’s limitless cloud storage options, organising financial records has never been easier.
Document:

On the off-chance that you are still receiving printed statements
or billing items through the mail, set up a gathering point, for example, an envelope or a crate. Open and read what you get,
and choose whether you need to document it or dispose of it.
In the event that you get statements electronically, focus on digital folders, with proper labels for quick and easy access. When
you get into a routine, you may find that keeping your records
sorted out takes just a couple of minutes every week.
Cleanse routinely:

Allow the expression ‘it’s time to move on to better things’ be
your guide. For example, discard last year’s utilities and auto
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statements when you receive the renewal. When you get a
yearly recap statement, discard the month-to-month or quarterly ones. It is a shrewd thought to do a clear out of your
archives once every year to keep your recording system on
track. Doing this consistently will be helpful. Think security: don’t
just hurl printed variants of financial statements into the waste.
To guarantee sensitive information, place statements into a quality shredder and destroy any document that contains account
numbers, any social security or national insurance numbers, or
other sensitive individual information. If you are securing your
records on the web, it’s important to guarantee your data is encoded. Use strong passwords, and archive any records that you
store on your PC. The most popular cloud storage systems
available to consumers maintain high security encryptions to secure your documentation. This maximises your storage capabilities while keeping your information secure as well as accessible.

Beacon Financial Education provides many forms of ongoing financial
education including seminars, webinars, monthly newsletters and self-help
guides to help expats make well-informed financial decisions.
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